Lorri Barrier
English Instructor
Humanities Department Head
Stanly Community College
French artist Henri Matisse once said, “Creativity takes courage.”
Consider the courage it takes for each artist and writer
represented in this issue of The Muse to share a bit of their
vision with us. We are fortunate to have this magazine to display
the creative work of our students, faculty, and staff. As you read
the prose and poetry on these pages and view these beautiful
images, consider how the act of creating is an act of courage. In
this way, we are all artists, all capable of evoking emotion with
acts of creativity. I thank everyone who contributed time and
energy to make this publication possible. I consider each piece of
writing and each work of art a gift. May The Muse bring you joy.

Josh Gooch
Program Head
Advertising & Graphic Design
Stanly Community College
As I have seen this latest version of The Muse come together, I
have been thinking back on the past few years and the amount of
work that we have seen published in each issue of The Muse. It’s
been really fun to look back at the past few issues and reminisce
over the artists and writers that have helped contribute, and not
simply take the work at face value, but remember the students
that created this work. Our 2016 edition of The Muse is another
opportunity to take a moment and recognize the talents that were
here on campus this year and really appreciate and showcase this
talent. Each edition of The Muse offers us archives of this talent
that we can say were helpful contributors to the culture here at
Stanly Community College and that is something I am happy to
be a part of.

Cover art and layout done by Advertising & Graphic Design student Jerry Thao.
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The opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily the opinions of Stanly Community College (SCC). All poetry and artwork is assumed to be the original and free expression of the artists represented. The Muse is a literary and art magazine published once a year by Stanly
Community College’s English, Advertising & Graphic Arts, and the Stanly Early College (SEC) Divisions. No part of this material content
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“Working Hands” By Pat Pope, SCC Student
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“Squirreling Around” By Pat Pope

“An Elegy”
By Marshall Hervey, SCC Student
The world will not be the same,
Now that she has gone;
She has left behind her reputed name
To step out into the breaking dawn.
She now knows pleasures too great to say:
Everlasting peace, never-ending day.
The hope which she long held in heart
Is forever hers, if late to start.
Its ending shall never come about,
But shall long endure, an eternal rout:
No more shall she know suffering or pain,
But only the Lord’s face, the soul’s great gain.
Of her mirth there shall be no end;
Heaven’s joy shall every sorrow mend.
Even now she rests from her labors
‘Til she is joined by all her mortal neighbors.
And then one day at the final trumpet,
When the Lord returns in glory triumphant,
As has He has risen so shall she,
To life abundant for all eternity.
She passed in weakness, but shall rise in power
To enjoy, at last, her destined hour;
And then in perfection forevermore
All will know her presence on that blessed shore.

“Ruination”
By Corbin Glover, SEC Student
Faded grass protrudes through the once untarnished wood
What was once ever so green will decay alongside its victim
Lifeless patches of Earth surround the entrance
Eaten away by those who once took shelter here
Life finds its way back in through the dull, dim roofing
Nests of creatures unknown hidden between the decaying
beams
A dark cloud fills the open sky
Soaking everything within like the waters of a great flood
The architecture is a time machine
Withholding the memory of what is now
So one can soon see what used to be.
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“For Morgan, Turning Ten”
By Lorri Barrier, SCC Faculty
I don’t remember the last time you asked me to stay
While you bathed with your toys, all bubbles and play.
I didn’t know the last time would be the last.
I don’t remember the last time I helped you get dressed
Selected your clothes, told you what matched.
I didn’t know the last time would be the last.
I don’t remember the last time I held you on my hip
My arm tired and straining, your legs dangling limp.
I didn’t know the last time would be the last.
I don’t remember the last time you nursed at my breast
Wrapped your hands in my hair, there finally slept.
I didn’t know the last time would be the last.
I remember last night when you crawled beside me in bed
Said you were scared, could you please stay a bit?
Yes, daughter, yes. I know last night could be the last.

“Rehobeth Methodist Church” By Pat Pope
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“Ironman” By Angeleah Deaugustine, SEC Student

“A Touch of Soul” & “Lily of the Water” by Paige Wilhelm, SCC Student
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“Oscillations”
By John Bowman, SCC Faculty
The immutable waters danced primitive shapes against the rooftop.
“I’ll call you back.”
“You’d better. Rent is due.”
“Yes.” Money sifted out of his mind, the sieve of the aqua vitae already working its magic. Florida beat upon his
neck as he sauntered toward the edge. Twenty years of roofing experience unhesitantly leaned over the edge.
A well long unsanctified by the hands of man squatted rude in a brackish square. No windows spied upon it, nor
were other attendant rites in evidence. It was a well, plainly hidden in clever sight of the roadway, just over the
rooftops. His were the first viewing eyes in a century, he felt sure, though he could not name how.
The water of life. One sip. Immortality.
In his pocket, the phone buzzed medical bills calling for collection, friendless voices in faceless throats
demanding what he had not to give. Carpentry improved little and never staved off the unpopular harmonies
intruding on each private moment.
They called the day his daughter touched to the clouds, her last words of God’s grace crucified by the piercing
trembling in his pocket.
He climbed into the truck into the seat into the road into his door. Falling off his feet across the chair, he
pondered the blank brown wall long unadorned by the soft hands of a child; some mystery swam in his own
dregs since that day, a private answer at the bottom of dark waters.
His eyes never caught on the missing spaces of the house; his ex-wife could take his daughter’s things, emptying
the empty spaces of the flow of her life. She could take. But he. He could still remember her cracked smile, her
final parched words, whispered as the phone jangled in his pocket.
By the end her skin wasted to pallid, luminous white, light in dark rooms in dark nights.
“Oh, god,” he rasped, remembering. The spasm passed and the walls again became blank.
He never tried to find the rooftop again.
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“Lonely Place & Sunset”
By Carl Dickinson, SCC Student

“Realistic Snake” By Angel DeAugustine

“Lincoln” By James Richardson, SCC Student
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“Kandice The Explorer” By Jerry Thao, SCC Student
“Is it Possible?”
By Jessica Gibbs, SCC Student
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Is it possible, that you could feel
the same way about me, as I do of you?
Is it possible, that I’m on your mind,
as much as you’re on mine?
Is it possible, that every time you hear my name,
your heart feels comforted and you feel at home?
Is it possible, that every time you see me,
that you can feel your heart pounding in your chest,
as if it’s about to jump right out?
Is it possible, that when we lock eyes,
that you have the most wonderful thing happen inside you,
and you never want to stop looking?
Is it possible, that you could possibly feel for me
in at least one of these ways?
But please, most of all, could you tell me
if it’s possible for you to love me?

“Beast & Cuteness” By Jerry Thao
“Turned Inward”
By Tia Patterson, SEC Student
Look down and blush
Tuck that strand away
Hope he doesn’t notice
The shade I wore today
“Insecurity,” what a fitting name
You’ll never be the epitome
Of what the rest would call fate
They say the woman in you needs to look bigger
But here you are with your feet turned inward
Adorning your pigtails
With frilly little details
Tea and macarons
Over surgery and plastic.
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By Lisa Marie Lamb, SCC Student

“Grandma Gail”
“Dream Park”
“Lisa Lamb”
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“Believe In Yourself ”
By Kaley Szarka, SEC Student
Don’t let fears take control of your life,
It’s like piercing yourself with an “emotional knife.”
Take some risks, try something new,
Who cares about others’ view of you.
Never fear to attempt,
Let your talents exempt.
Step out of your comfort box, experience delight,
Encounter adventures to let your soul feel right.
Make your own decisions, set a goal,
Let your dreams finally be whole.
Acting in the face of fear is not the right way,
Make your own rules, have your own say.
Have some confidence in what you do,
Ignore others and just do you.
If you have a great idea, stand up and share,
There are a lot of people that genuinely care.
Fear and doubts will gather in your head,
Stay strong, avoid your fears to see you “dead.”
Always chase your dreams, without blinking twice,
This is how to live a life freely and nice.

“The Praying Mantis”
By Kennedy A. Sloop, SEC Student
A minister with no congregation patient enough to listen,
He sits and prays alone, yet he does not cry,
He sits, and repeats his own morals to himself,
Knowing that companionship is the gateway to death.
He does not wear a black belt, although he does strike with grace,
Out of fear that the black would not blend in with his green camouflage,
His hands form stiffly, yet they dangle like the leaves on his hunting grounds,
The first of two visitors he gets is gone in half the blink of an eye.
The second of two to see him has him cautious, yet happy,
He finally has company, but deadly is she,
The two talk over a cup of grasshopper intestines,
He keeps her well fed, because if he does not, he will be her festering meal.
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“Wingtips” By Amy Allen,
SCC Staff & SCC Student

“Seagull” By Carl Dickinson
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“Missing Image”
By Shenoriah Quarles, SCC Student
Mindboggling conversations elude from your mouth, dismaying uninviting gestures enclosed upon your face.
Though memory of what I described to be unforgettable slips away day by day. Has one yet wondered why
detailed footsteps traced, and slight habits one made compose my life so completely.
To imagine it as a painting, every stroke counts, one, two, three. Breathe…one stroke, two stroke, again now, and
three.
As the luminous light quivers within and out again across my window, painting you is now simply memory.
Yet, my imagery fades between every movement of bristle sweeping across my canvas, Frightened of not knowing
the exact location of your eyes, once larger than life, however now could not inspire a child.
Abruptness clenched your jaws so firmly, though painting them now seems so soft. Shallowness never fulfilled
your mind, henceforth, intellect became a fruitful thought.
Dreading, to foresee what beholds my bittersweet love, embodying with vengeance, only mere moments were
breathtaking though not apprehensive, despise all misconceptions of “us”, stagnant movement gained not much.
Society gated happiness for oneself, while you surmounted it with tall tales of “us.”
Foolishness arises within my mind constantly, hoping to hear you say that particular word, I’m better off listening
to weeping songbirds.
Although one may never encounter these lines, in their lifetime.
Spontaneous as you may discover, that this painting shall remain unfinished until my image is no longer missing.
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“The Rose Chrome” By Angeleah Deaugustine
“Smash the Porcelain”
By Tia Patterson, SEC Student
He likes a girl who’s like escuela in the summer
But he holds the beating heart of a passive vernal drummer
No blood covenant, but he chose sub-par to hunt her
Collateral for his crime, trust of a sempiternal lover
He likes a Marilyn, but he’s dating an Audrey Hepburn
He led her on until his decision made her back turn
So do your time, Casanova Crime, court is adjourned
Squeezed the blood life from her heart, yet you act so concerned
He likes a girl who gets taller than the sky
Yet he suffocates his girl who’s down to Earth at the same time
The tree never grows, no matter how hard she tries
To plant the seed, so now she sees it’s time to give up the fight
He likes a girl who gives him a casino preview
You betrayed your girl, then you slayed her; what are you trying to prove?
She sacrificed her happiness but couldn’t afford your truth
Then she was left to repair the damage after she saw the real you
Hepburn’s doing fine; she has become quite the star
Singing a new song, they say she’s going to go far
To this day, she’s still the epitome of class
While your Marilyn left even you to think that she was crass.
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“The Disruption of Nature”
By Sophia Stoehrer, SEC Student
As I sit outside in the wooden gazebo,
I can hear nature whisper my name, softly.
The lost green lizard struggles to find its way back home.
It searches for others of its kind, but eventually gives up all hope.
The sun blares brighter than ever before,
Heating my skin like a tanning bed.
The smell of summer has almost past,
Only leaving behind enough Vitamin D to survive the winter.
The gazebo where I examine the beauty of nature
Sits in a wild wood of trees
Just as a Martian would stand so awkwardly on planet Earth.
The gazebo interrupts the life of the individual organisms.

“Tulip Tree” By Carl Dickinson
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“The Marble Wall”
By Jasmine Cruz, SEC Student
This wall stands with no place to go,
Its years and age are beginning to show,
The designs embedded and tattooed on its skin,
Have no starting point and have no end,
Expressive line strokes frozen in action,
The glossy complexion with no such fraction,
Waves of the ocean that are paralyzed,
Twirls and bends compressed inside,
The sight of this wall is simply too loud,
Like a full storm falling from the highest cloud,
It is a mirror image of a maze,
As you see the wall fall into its phase,
Frustrated fuchsia with its creamy attire,
As the appearance of the lines continue to run higher,
I capture one last glimpse to feast my eyes,
Only to forget where the ending lies.

“One Thought”
By Janet Ross, SEC & SCC Instructor
Time stops.
The whole world is silent, unmoving.
Everything is centered on this one thought.
Right now nothing else matters-Except this one thought.
Life stops.
Momentarily time hangs, suspended.
People call me a daydreamer but
I hear no one, see no one-Except this one thought.
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Thought stops.
Time begins to pass once more.
My mind moves to practical things.
Within seconds, everything else matters-Except that one thought.

“Car Price” By Victor Edwards, SCC Student

“Speak”
By Tempestt Elaina Shepherd, SCC Student
You never say much,
Though I can tell,
There is much going on
Inside your head.
You are full of wonder
And simply struck joy.
You do not need to speak
For me to know that.
It is the words you do not say
That I hear the loudest,
And the one-sided conversations
That mean the most.
You have spoken to my heart,
And although not by blood,
You are my brother.
Autism Speaks.

“Close Up Goblin” By Derek Kent, SCC Faculty
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“The Highway and the Woodland”
By Braidyn Davis, SEC Student
Sitting here in the grass, I witness a sharp comparison of nature and man.
A road severs a forest clean in two.
Wise, observant trees stand tall in the midst of the bustle.
Cars keep going, going, going, never looking back.
In the quiet between the arrival of another vehicle,
birds sing, crickets croak, and old trees creak.
The air above the asphalt bakes,
but there is a peaceful coolness in the shade of the trees.
A gentle breeze rolls through,
Then a violent gust as another machine whips past.
The ground exhales the scent of dirt and earth,
but the concrete carries a sweet gasoline smell.
No one stops at this place. No one gives it a second thought.
Many souls pass on their way somewhere else, this is never a destination.
We are alike, this place and I,
Constantly active in our duties, but always in solitude.

“Burn Like a Fire”
By Maria Rodriguez, SEC Student
Rapid oxidation in a medium, the chemical process of combustion,
discharging heat, and light
I find it difficult to ponder, I combust until there’s nothing more of my might
Flamboyant and free, that is who I wish to be
Smoldering black smoke fills my lungs until I can no longer breathe, I am no longer me
I find it difficult to ponder, I combust until there’s nothing more of my might
My mind blazing me with extravagant unlawful ideas, I blight
I’m up in smoke getting ready to burn, feeling the rage of the glass in front of me
Shattering, becoming sand, finally becoming me
I find it difficult to ponder, I combust until there’s nothing more of my might
I flare up at the sight, my purpose scorned
I burn like a fire, finding my burn.
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“Reflected Jelly” & “Post Rain”
By Josh Gooch, SCC Faculty
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“Wait”
By Paul C. Flowe, SEC Student
If it rains, I’ll get wet
If it snows, I’ll get cold
If it floods, I’ll drown
If it hails, I’ll get hit
If it sinks, I’ll fall
But I’ll always be here
I said I will wait.

“The Battlefield”
By Ty Dowdy, SEC Student
Amidst the foxholes
and the scorched earth and char
Blooms a lone tulip.

“Overgrown”
By Kayly Duran, SEC Sophomore
Blinding sunlight bleeds through the shadow I sit upon.
Warming my skin; tackling the humidity.
The gentle breeze tickles my arms,
Overwhelms my jasmine incense with fresh green,
And, interrupting the white noise of crickets crying out,
Leaves rustle over the walkway.
Although the concrete crushes the voices of Gaea,
Cracks enable her to breathe,
Sprouts are arms grasping for life,
As a clock, nature continues, despite the disruption.
Mother Earth ceases to slow down neither
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Under the sidewalk nor in the shadow I sit upon.

Digital Photography By Kateland Harward, SCC Student
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